Abstract-Ricardian model as the cornerstone of the theory of comparative advantage considers a linear production possibility frontier and shows that the marginal rate of substitution is constant. However, production possibility frontier is often nonlinear in real life. In this paper we give a full mathematical analysis of Ricardian model especially under nonlinear production possibility frontier, find that comparative advantage makes total profits increasing and both win, and point out that both countries will win within the range of mutual beneficial trading prices. But, if both of the comparative advantages are not enough, the both countries will lose. For the line of formulating allocation is not parallel to the line of best optimal allocation, and the range of mutual beneficial trading makes the tangent of allocation lines within the tangents at the product equilibrium in closed system. Finally, several problems should be paid attention to the comparative advantage.
INTRODUCTION
As a milestone of the theory of comparative advantage, Ricardian model [1] is the basic conjunct win theory in international trades, original economic trades and other social fields, in which the product possibility frontier is linear. Then, many others author followed the idea to study economic problems, see [2] [3] [4] .
However, product possibility frontier is often nonlinear [5, 6] . In this paper we give a full mathematical analysis of Ricardian model especially under nonlinear production possibility frontier and show that comparative advantage can make total profits increase, cooperation win-win and prices mutual beneficial. Finally we point out several problems that should be paid attention to the comparative advantage. 
II. RICARDIAN MODEL UNDER

A. Comparative Advantage Makes Total Profits Increasing
On the product possibility boundary, if the product of X is
, then the total product in country A is
And the total product in country B is
Differentiating it, we get 1 1
It is easy to see that 
B. Comparative Advantage Makes Both Win
As we know, in a closed system, for country A, the unit of X to exchange Y is equivalent to the labor exchange rate For country A, the product equilibrium in closed system is 
Similarly, we have
Where Bk Q is the total product when country B is in development status, and BF Q is the total product when country B is in closed status.
Now the indifference curve is as figure 2 below. In Fig.2 , point PA /PB is the product point of country A/B in closed system (i.e. the tangent point between the product possibility frontier and the indifference curve in country A?B) , point RA/RB is the consumption point (i.e., the tangent point between the allocation line and the indifference curve ), which shows the increasing of warfare in both country.
C. Mutual Trading Prices
(1) Relation of trading prices Clearly, the quantity of X put by country A is equal to that of Y called by B, while the quantity of Y put by country B is equal to that of X called by A, that is 
That is, if
countries have mutual beneficial trading, and we get the range of mutual prices before.
From Fig.3 , the range of mutual prices reflects that the allocation line BI of country A is taken shape by the optimal allocation line BK and product possibility line AB, while the allocation line CJ of country B is taken shape by the optimal allocation line CL and product possibility line CD. 
III. RICARDIAN MODEL UNDER
Now the mathematical analysis of comparative advantages as follows when the product possibility frontier is nonlinear.
A. Comparative Advantage Makes Total Profits Increasing
Assume that the product possibility frontier in country A (country B) is a continuous second differential nonlinear
Then the quantity of country A on product X is 
When the size profit is increasing, or the opportunity cost is decreasing the marginal rate of transfer In Fig.5 ,the curve AB is the product possibility frontier of country A, the curve CD is the product possibility frontier of country B, and the curve EF is the product possibility frontier of cooperation between A and . The point PA is the equilibrium of country A in a closed system. The line KL satisfies   
In an open status, the total quantity is
The indifference curve is as in Fig.6 . 
That is to say, under the above conditions, both country win within the range of mutual beneficial trading prices.
When both countries are in the optimal, then
However, if both of the comparative advantage is not enough or over, then both countries will lose, for the line of formulating allocation is not parallel to the line of best optimal allocation, and the rang of mutual beneficial trading makes the tangent of allocation line within the tangents at the product equilibrium in closed system, as in Fig.7 and 8, (1) Ricardian model is a special case of our model; (2) If there is a linear product frontier, the condition of comparative advantage is the tangent of product possibility frontier, and has nothing to do with labor more or less, which makes unified between Smith model and Ricardian model. (5) In our nonlinear model the optimal of comparative advantage is that both countries produce a pair of the two goods, and there are three cases of comparative advantage, not enough, sufficiency or over, while in Ricardian model under a linear product possibility frontier, the optimal is that both countries produce only one different goods, and there are only two cases of comparative advantage, not enough or sufficiency.
And we can learn from the above that (1) We should enhance the whole level of product possibility frontier to avoid falling in the strap "comparative advantage"; (2) We should look comparative advantage in a dynamic view, and foster our key competitive ability, especially when we are in a weaker status; (3) We should develop our comparative advantage properly, prevent from being not enough or over.
